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Abstract

Background: The landslides of the flow-type are dangerous and also challenging to study. A wide literature has
been investigating the principal mechanisms governing each stage in which these phenomena can be ideally
subdivided: failure, post-failure and propagation. However, holistic contributions and general overviews are very
rare. In addition, a number of numerical methods have been issued and validated so that new chances exist to
efficiently model those threats. The paper focuses on two classes of rainfall-induced landslides of the flow-type,
namely debris flows and debris avalanches. The principal numerical methods are reviewed for modelling the
landslide initiation and propagation and are later used for analyzing a series of benchmark slopes and real case
histories which are successfully simulated.

Results: The rainfall from ground surface and water spring from the bedrock are key factors for slope instability.
Pore water pressure plays a relevant role also during the propagation stage. The entrainment of further material
makes the propagation patterns complex due to lateral spreading and slow-down of the front of flows. It is shown
that the used models are capable to provide useful indications even for combined channelized and unchannelized
flows.

Conclusions: Notwithstanding the complexity of flow-like landslides and the related challenges in modelling, the
understanding and forecasting of such natural hazards is achievable with a satisfactory confidence. Among the key
factors, rainfall, pore water pressure and bed entrainment deserves a special attention. Further improvements are
expectable as the numerical models are becoming more efficient. Thus, more accurate descriptions of local effects
will be possible and also additional mechanisms will be eventually analysed.
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Introduction
The geomechanical modelling of hillslope instability
phenomena has been posing challenges to scientists for
many decades. Indeed, most of the difficulties arise from
the significant kinematic differences between the differ-
ent stages of a landslide namely failure, post-failure and
propagation.
Hillslopes generally undergo small deformations in the

so-called pre-failure stage. The failure stage (Cuomo,
2006), in turn, may consist in the formation of a con-
tinuous shear surface through the entire soil mass

(Leroueil, 2001) where large soil deformations mainly
concentrate and it is usually referred as “localized” fail-
ure. In some cases, plastic strains can affect large
amount of soil originating a so-called “diffuse” failure
(Darve and Laoufa, 2000; Pastor et al., 2004). In both
cases, the failure stage leads to large displacements.
The post-failure stage is characterized by the rapid

generation of large plastic strains and the consequent
sudden acceleration of the failed soil mass (Hungr, 2004)
and it discriminates among different types of phenom-
ena (Cascini et al., 2010), i.e. slide, slides turning into
flows and flowslides. A slide occurs when limit equilib-
rium condition is gradually reached along a shear zone
so that unbalance between driving and resisting forces is
moderate and the unstable mass does not accelerate
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abruptly. The transition from a slide to a flow is typically
caused by cascading effects of local failure and variation
in slope geometry. The initial stress state is changed
abruptly and no chance exists for the slope to be stable
anymore. While the previous two categories are inde-
pendent on the soil constitutive behaviour, flowslides are
related to static liquefaction (Sladen et al., 1985; Chu
et al., 2003) or soil mechanical instability phenomena
(Darve and Laouafa, 2000), which are both even challen-
ging to be modelled. It is important noting that large ac-
celeration of the failed mass are typical of “flows” and
“flowslides”, as labelled later on.
The propagation stage includes the movement of the

failed mass from the source to the deposition area, where
a new equilibrium configuration is possible and depends
on both the amount of moving material and slope geom-
etry. In the case of slides, the failed mass experiences dis-
placements of one or two orders of magnitude lower than
the landslide source dimensions. Conversely, for flows and
flowslides the run-out distances are up to two orders of
magnitude higher than the length of the landslide source
(Cascini et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2016, 2019).
These mentioned differences are even more exacer-

bated in the case of the so-called flow-like landslides,
which in most of the cases originate from shallow land-
slides. Two categories deserve special attention: debris
flows and debris avalanches. Debris Flows (DF) propa-
gate in V-shaped channels, where large amount of water
is available during heavy rainstorms so that the propa-
gating mass may fluidize before stopping (Cascini et al.,
2014). Relevant examples of DFs are available from Brit-
ish Columbia (Canada), Cina, France, Hong Kong, Japan,
Oregon (USA) and Switzerland (Braun et al., 2017, 2018;
Iverson, 1997; Pastor et al., 2007a, b; Crosta et al., 2009;
Hungr and McDougall, 2009; Quan Luna et al., 2012). It
is worth noting that channelised landslides can be classi-
fied as ‘flowslides’ (Hungr et al., 2001) when liquefaction
occurs in the source areas; otherwise, they can be simply
referred to as ‘debris flows’ (Hungr et al., 2001). Debris
Avalanche (DA) is defined as “very rapid to extremely
rapid shallow flow of partially or fully saturated debris
on a steep slope, without confinement in an established
channel” (Hungr et al., 2001). Avalanche formation is
mostly related to bed entrainment (Cascini et al., 2013a,
b; Cuomo et al., 2014). As an example of DA, the 1999
Nomash River debris avalanche (Vancouver Island, Brit-
ish Columbia, Canada) mobilized a volume of 3 × 105 m3

at the source, whereas the erosion processes yielded
nearly the same volume, with an average erosion depth
of 8 m measured along 25° to 35° steep slopes (Hungr
and Evans, 2004; Hungr et al., 2005).
To overcome the numerical difficulties of modelling the

soil displacements across different orders of magnitude,
the failure analysis of hillslope is generally treated

separately from the propagation stage with different nu-
merical methods. While this twofold approach allows the
solution of relevant technical problems, it can avoid the
full understanding of the instability mechanism as a whole
and, some time, can produce inaccurate results. So, a
number of emerging methods have been proposed.
This paper focuses on shallow soil deposits along steep

slopes, rainfall-induced instability and unsaturated
coarse-grained soils. In doing that, ideal slopes, labora-
tory experiments (such as centrifuge tests) and real case
histories will be examined. This is because evidences
from laboratory and field are both fundamental. Firstly,
the mechanisms of triggering, slide -flow transition and
propagation will be reviewed. Then, the numerical
models will be discussed.
The aim of the paper is to provide a general overview

of the current potentialities for modelling such challen-
ging phenomena. Related to that, it is chosen to subdiv-
ide the numerical results in two categories: natural and
artificial slopes. While such distinction is not relevant
from a mechanical viewpoint, it makes sense if one
thinks that mitigation structures and design procedures
need often if not always the support of numerical ana-
lyses. Most of the conceptual concepts of this paper have
been previously reviewed. The same applies also to the
numerical models. What is lacking in the literature is an
overall discussion of both the issues in a single paper. Of
course, only some types of landslides have been taken
into consideration. Also a limited set of models have
been used. However, the choice of the challenging cat-
egory of flow-like landslides allows exploring at once the
failure, post-failure and propagation stages. Correspond-
ingly, very different mechanisms are analyzed. The nov-
elty of this work is to combine different concepts and
rielaborate previous numerical results in a more general
framework. For the sake of generality, both reduced-
sclae experimental tests, real case histories and idealized
slope schemes have been considered in the paper.
The work is organized as follows: a background about

the fundamental mechanisms is firstly provided; the nu-
merical methods are presented; then, applications are
presented for both natural slopes and engineered slopes.

Background
Triggering mechanisms
The failure onset induced by rainfall is strictly related to
the increase of pore water pressures and the consequent
reduction of mean effective stresses (Anderson and Sitar,
1995; Alonso et al., 1996; Iverson et al., 1997). Within
shallow soil deposits (Fig. 1), the increase of pore water
pressures can be generated by rainfall that directly infil-
trates the slope surface (Tsaparas et al., 2002; Futai et al.,
2004) and propagate in depth through groundwater flow
patterns related to the stratigraphical setting of the slope
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(Ng and Shi, 1998). Sometimes pore water pressure re-
gime is also affected by the hydrogeological features of the
underlying bedrock (Johnson and Sitar, 1990; Montgom-
ery et al., 1997; Matsushi et al., 2006; Cascini et al., 2008)
which can impose severe hydraulic boundary conditions
such as water springs at the bottom of the soil deposits.
For the so-called “slides”, the soil mechanical behav-

iour is controlled, in drained conditions, by the hydro-
logic response up to the failure onset. Resisting force
(Fr) gradually decreases down to the value of the driving
force (Fd) along a slip surface where the spring from the
bedrock is located (later named spring zone, point A in
Fig. 1a) (Fig. 1b, t = t1). At this time lapse, the soil
strength is fully mobilized. This means that the p’-q
point reaches the failure line. Drained conditions are
kept, both for loose and dense soils, during the post-
failure stage and both displacement (δ) and acceleration
(a) are low (Fig. 1b, t > t1). In loose saturated soils, the
above process is associated with a volume reduction. A
so-called “flowslide” occurs (Fig. 1d, t > t1), if the pore-
water pressure cannot freely dissipate, so that partially
or totally undrained conditions develop during the post-

failure stage. Particularly, in the spring zone (point A in
Fig. 1), pore water pressures build up and the soil cannot
sustain the imposed deviatoric stress q and failed soil
mass accelerates (Fig. 1d, t > t1), leading to a cata-
strophic failure. Slides can turn into “flows” (Fig. 1c) as a
consequence of complex mechanisms. First, a decrease
in shear strength can occur due to local hydraulic
boundary conditions such as in the spring zone (t = t1).
Upslope (point B), the mobilised shear stresses increases,
both in loose and dense soils (t > t1) and a further slide
can occur (t = t2), which is characterised by a high initial
acceleration. Consequently a flow is generated (t > t2).
Major differences between a flowslide (Fig. 1d) and a

slide turning into flow (Fig. 1c) can be also outlined fo-
cusing on pore water pressures at failure. For the ana-
lysed schemes, pore water pressures reach the highest
values in the spring zone (point A) due to both rainfall
and local hydraulic boundary conditions (i.e. spring from
bedrock) and the lowest values upslope the spring zone
(point B), where can be still negative at failure (Fig. 1c)
and slides turning into flow can also occur in portions of
the slope characterised by unsaturated conditions.

b c d

a

Fig. 1 Slope scheme (a) and stress paths, displacements and F (Forces as Fr: resisting forces, and Fd: driving forces) typical of rainfall-induced
(b) slide, (c) slide to flow, and (d) flowslide triggered in shallow landslides inside colluvial hollows (Cascini et al., 2010)
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Another important aspect to be taken into account is
the type of failure. In the cases sketched in Figs. 1b-c,
drained failure takes place at the critical state line, and
failure can be “localized” (Pastor et al., 2002, 2004). It
means that soil deviatoric strains mostly concentrate in
a thin shear zone. On the contrary, fully or partially un-
drained post-failure stage of very loose materials (Fig. 2d)
is diffuse (Darve and Lauoafa, 2000; Merodo et al.,
2004). It entails that a soil volume is yielded. The differ-
ence relates mostly to pore water pressure generation,
which has to be carefully considered by using suitable
constitutive and mathematical models. Notwithstanding
the previous differences, it can be stated that for all the
landslide typologies of Fig. 1, the eventual sudden accel-
eration of the failed mass (post-failures stage) is a conse-
quence rather than a cause of the slope instability
process, as experimentally demonstrated by Eckersley
(1990) and Chu et al. (2003). This means that the failure
and post-failure stages can be separately analysed.
In the scientific literature, distinct triggering mecha-

nisms are indicated for the inception of debris ava-
lanches: i) the impact of failed soil masses on stable
deposits, ii) direct rainfall infiltration from the ground
surface, locally facilitated by anthropogenic factors such
as mountain roads and tracks, iii) karst spring from bed-
rock as observed for pyroclastic soils in southern Italy,
iv) runoff from bedrock outcrops as evidenced for shal-
low landslides in cohesionless soils of the Eastern Italian
Alps and v) multiple failures in the landslides source
areas. The scientific literature also indicate that: i) all

these triggering mechanisms originate small translational
slides; ii) the failed mass increases its volume inside
triangular-shaped areas during the so-called “avalanche
formation” which is mostly explained referring to soil li-
quefaction induced by impact loading; iii) soil erosion
along the landslide propagation path may also play a
paramount role.
Two different stages can be individuated for debris av-

alanches, i.e. the failure stage and the avalanche forma-
tion stage: the former includes all the triggering
mechanisms which cause the soil to fail; the latter is as-
sociated to the increase of the unstable volume. Refer-
ring to these stages, four different zones can be
distinguished (Fig. 2). Zone 1 corresponds to small fail-
ures which occur at natural or anthropogenic discon-
tinuities of soil deposits, bedrock outcrops and cut
slopes, respectively. Zone 2 is the impact zone of the
previously mentioned failed masses that usually corre-
sponds to water supplies from bedrock (either karst
spring or water runoff at bedrock outcrops); if the
Zone 1 is absent, Zone 2 is the source area of small
landslides triggered by water supplies from bedrock.
Zone 3 corresponds to distinct mechanisms: thrust of
the failed mass upon the downslope stable material
and/or soil entrainment due to the propagating mass.
Zone 4 exclusively corresponds to soil entrainment. It
is worth noting that while zone 1 and 2 are few tens
of metres large, the width of zone 3 and 4 is not
known a priori and its forecasting is a challenging
task.

Fig. 2 Schematic of an open slope prone to debris avalanche and stress paths relative to the triggering stage. General features: a) bedrock, b)
stable soil deposit, c) failed soil, d) propagating failed mass, e) entrained material, f) boundary of debris avalanche, g) propagation pattern.
Triggering factors: I) spring from bedrock, II) impact loading. Zone 1–2: triggering. Zone 3: thrust of failed material and/or soil entrainment. Zone
4: soil entrainment. Zone 5: propagation. Stress paths for: drained impact (zone A), undrained impact (zone B), spring from bedrock (zone C),
liquefaction (zone B and/or C), and thrust of failed mass on stable soils (zone B or to be determined). (Cascini et al., 2013a)
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With reference to the stages and zones in Fig. 1, the
mechanics of debris avalanches can be well analysed re-
ferring to the scheme of infinite slope (Fig. 2) and to the
stress invariants q and p’. Particularly, in-situ initial con-
ditions (before the debris avalanche has been triggered)
at the zones 2 and 3 of Fig. 1 depend on soil saturation
degree (Sr) and are represented by the stress point 0 of
Fig. 2. In dry condition (Sr = 0) the principal stress direc-
tions (σ’i = 1,2,3) are known (Lambe and Whitman, 1979;
Iverson et al., 1997) and the normal stress values σ’z, σ’y
and σ’s can be easily obtained if the lateral earth pressure
coefficient k0 refers to stress conditions at rest (Jaky,
1944). Particularly, σ’z increases with soil depth while
both σ’y and σ’s increase with slope angle. In the case of
steep slopes, equilibrium conditions require high soil
friction angles which correspond to low values of k0 and
σ’y; consequently, the associated (p’, q) points have a
high stress ratio η = q/p’ and they lie very close to the
failure criterion. For saturated soil condition (Sr = 1), the
soil unit weight (γsat) and the deviatoric stress (q) are
higher than in the previous case while the mean effective
stress (p’) can be either higher or lower, depending on
soil unit weight (γsat) and pore water pressure (pw).
Therefore, for saturated soil condition (Sr = 1), the (p’, q)
stress points can be even closer to the failure line than
for dry condition (Sr = 0). For unsaturated soil condition
(Sr < 1), the suction (s) determines higher mean effective
stresses (p’) than in saturated condition and a shear
strength envelope with a positive apparent cohesion
intercept (Fredlund et al., 1978); thus, the stress points
(p’, q) are more distant from the failure criterion than in
saturated soil conditions.
When an impact loading occurs (see zone 2 of Fig. 2),

it mainly corresponds to an increase of deviatoric
stresses; the stress paths are inside the zone A of Fig. 2
(for drained conditions) or in the zone B of Fig. 2 (for
undrained conditions). In the latter case, the stress path
may rapidly approach the failure criterion. However, the
assumption of drained or undrained conditions can be
more or less acceptable depending on loading velocity
and soil conductivity and the hydro-mechanical coupling
between the solid skeleton and pore fluid may play a
crucial role, as discussed later. Other triggering factors
such as direct rainfall infiltrating the slope ground sur-
face, karst springs from bedrock or runoff from upslope
bedrock outcrops induce stress paths in the zone C of
the q-p’ plot of Fig. 2; in these cases, fully drained condi-
tions can be reasonably assumed (Cascini et al., 2010).
For the avalanche formation, remarks can be also out-

lined referring to the zone 3 of Fig. 1. Particularly, the
occurrence of soil liquefaction is strongly related to the
initial stress state in the q-p’ plane (Fig. 2) and mechan-
ical features of soils, thus corresponding to stress paths
moving in the zone B and/or C of the q-p’ plot of Fig. 2.

Analogously, the thrust of an unstable mass upon down-
slope stable soils cause an increase of deviatoric stresses
and a stress path moving in the zone B of q-p’ plot of
Fig. 2. On the other hand, soil entrainment phenomena
depends on the kinematic features of the propagating
mass which are, in turn, related to: i) initial volume, ii)
rheological behaviour and iii) hillslope topography.

Mechanisms for the transformation of a slide into a flow
Post-failure stage is a fundamental topic since it discrim-
inates different types of phenomena. In fact, it is quite
evident that the chance for a landslide to achieve high
velocities depends on: i) the initial acceleration of the
failed mass and ii) subsequent transformation in to a
landslide of the flow type.
Anyway, the acceleration of the failed mass during the

post-failure stage is associated to different mechanisms.
Many Authors outline that the development of total or
partial undrained conditions as the main cause of high
pore-water pressures upon shearing. In particular, for
loose unsaturated soils, volumetric collapse is discussed
by Olivares & Damiano (2007), Yasufuku et al. (2005),
Bilotta et al. (2006) and it is observed in constant-shear-
drained triaxial tests upon wetting (Anderson and Rie-
mer, 1995; Dai et al. 1999; Chu et al. 2003; Olivares &
Damiano, 2007). For loose saturated soils, static liquefac-
tion is introduced by Wang et al. (2002), Olivares &
Damiano (2007), Van Asch et al. (2006) and observed in
undrained triaxial tests (Lade 1992; Yamamuro and Lade
1998; Chu et al. 2003) as well as in undrained ring shear
tests under controlled strain rates (Wang et al. 2002).
Particularly, the build-up of pore pressures is shown to
be relevant for soils having low relative density index
(Eckersley 1990; Iverson 2000; Wang and Sassa 2001),
fine content (Wang and Sassa 2003), low hydraulic con-
ductivity (Iverson et al. 1997; Lourenco et al. 2006) and
subjected to high deformation rate (Iverson et al. 1997).
The most of the above findings are obtained through

laboratory tests such as isotropically consolidated un-
drained triaxial tests (ICU) (Chu et al., 2003), anisotropi-
cally consolidated undrained triaxial tests (ACU)
(Eckersley, 1990), constant shear-drained triaxial tests
(CSD) (Chu et al., 2003) even though strain localisation
is more important under plane-strain or the 3D condi-
tions compared to triaxial conditions, as recently dis-
cussed by Wanatowski and Chu (2007, 2012). It is worth
noting that all laboratory tests refer to idealized drainage
conditions.
On the other hand, a direct measurement of pressures

and displacements in real slopes is easy only for: i) sites
monitored during the occurrence of landslides, ii) artifi-
cially induced failure in real slopes. In both cases, once
the failure has occurred, the measurements cannot be
repeated anymore at the same conditions.
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Further insights derive from direct observation of pore
water pressures and stresses in landslides artificially in-
duced in slope models at a reduced scale (also called
flume tests). Through this approach, information can be
obtained on failure and post-failure (Eckersley, 1990);
however, these experiments are expensive and since they
reproduce the real processes at a greatly reduced scale
they may be irrespective of the full-scale slope behav-
iour. For instance, a large difference in stress levels may
exist between model and prototype; in particular, the
eventual capillary suction is out of proportion with its
self-weight stress, allowing the model slope to remain
steeper than would be possible at higher effective stress
levels. Nevertheless, complex groundwater conditions,
such as downward rainfall infiltration from ground sur-
face and/or a downwards/upwards water spring from the
bedrock to the tested soil layer, can be analysed through
these tests (Lourenco et al., 2006).
A more recent approach is based on centrifuge tests

which reproduce stress levels similar to those experi-
enced by a real slope. Centrifuge tests - except for some
drawbacks such as the high costs and the availability of
sophisticated equipments - combine the advantages of
highly instrumented slopes (such as full/reduced scale
models) with the potential of geometrical configurations
realistically reproducing the in-situ conditions. Particu-
larly, Take et al. (2004) point out that the transition
from slide to flow is caused by local failures producing a
variation in the slope geometry. This mechanism is re-
lated to transient localized pore-water pressures that are
not associated to the development of undrained condi-
tions, but originated by the combination of particular
hydraulic boundary conditions and stratigraphical set-
tings. Experimental evidences show that the transition
from slide to flow can occur both in loose and dense
soils and that it can also correspond to decreasing pore-
water pressures during the post-failure stage. These re-
sults have been later confirmed also by other researchers
through small-scale flume tests (Lourenco et al. 2006) or

centrifuge tests (Lee et al., 2008, Ng, 2009; among
others).
Based on previous considerations, mathematical mod-

elling may be outlined as a powerful tool because, in
principle, it can be used to investigate a wide variety of
different scenarios even though the modelling of the
post-failure stage is still poorly addressed in the litera-
ture such as in the case of earthquake (Pastor et al.
2004) or static perturbations (Laouafa and Darve 2002).

Mechanisms of the propagation stage
Velocities, heights and percentages of water and debris
are 3D spatially distributed quantities in a landslide of
the flow type (Hungr et al., 2001); they may be distrib-
uted either along the path or in a vertical direction. The
propagation stage is difficult to analyse as relevant pa-
rameters such as viscosity, soil friction angle or other
rheological parameters and pore water pressures cannot
be easily measured in full-scale examples and direct
measurements are rarely available for real cases.
These analytical difficulties exist even for channelised

landslides (Hungr et al., 2001) that, independent of the
triggering mechanisms occurring in the source areas
(Fig. 3), propagate in ‘V’ shaped channels with steep
flanks. For instance, Fig. 3a shows a landslide source
area located at the upper limit of the channel, as in the
case of zero order basins (Cascini et al., 2008); alterna-
tively, the landslide source area may be lateral to the
upper limit of the channel (Fig. 3b). In either case, the
propagation stage can be schematised as follows: i) at
the entry of the channel, the height and velocity of the
propagating mass increase and this effect is worse if two
or more propagating masses join together; ii) along the
channel, a great amount of material is available for bed
entrainment during heavy rainstorms, and the channel
may also provide water to the propagating masses, which
will then fluidise, even without static liquefaction in the
landslide source areas; iii) at the exit of the channel, the
mass may stop or propagate further; in the latter case,

Fig. 3 Schemes of propagation patterns for channelised flows, with the source area (a) along the channel or (b) located aside
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the propagation direction is not known a priori and
mass bifurcation may occur along secondary branches
with different run-out distances travelled along each
path; and iv) at the piedmont, deposition takes place
where the channel terminates, i.e. where the longitudinal
slope angle sharply decreases and cross sections are pro-
gressively wider and less deep (Fig. 3).
The prediction of propagation pattern(s), run-out dis-

tances, velocities and heights of propagating mass can
reduce losses as it provides a means for i) defining the
hazardous areas and estimating the intensity of the haz-
ard and ii) working out the information for the identifi-
cation and design of appropriate mitigation strategies
(Fell et al., 2008).
Bed entrainment - also called erosion or basal erosion

- is the process that causes an increase in the volume of
flow-like landslides (Savage and Hutter, 1991; Pastor
et al., 2009) owing to the inclusion of soil, debris and
trees uprooted from the ground surface. In principle, the
entrainment process can be simply analysed by referring
to the entrainment rate (er), defined as the time deriva-
tive of the ground surface elevation (z), over which the
landslide propagates. It is generally agreed that the en-
trainment is positive if z diminishes, i.e. er = −δz/δt.
However, the entrainment rate (er) depends on several
variables: the flow structure (i.e., percentage of solid and
fluid in the mixture), the density and size of the solid
particles, the saturation degree of the base soil along the
landslide path, the slope angle, and how close to failure
the effective stresses are at the bed of the propagating
mass. Bed entrainment is a crucial process increasing
the landslide volume and modifying the mass velocities
along the whole landslide path(s), as shown in Fig. 4. It
is worth noting that landslide volume promotes the

travel distance (Rickenmann, 2009), whereas bed en-
trainment absorbs momentum from the sliding/propa-
gating mass and should reduce the run-out distance.
However, this interplay also depends on other factors. In
fact, mass velocities (and heights) determine the capabil-
ity of a landslide to entrain further material and, in turn,
the total entrained volume. Consequently, the percent-
ages of water and debris change over time and so the
mass rheology does. Bed entrainment also affects pore
water pressures in different ways depending on slope
morphology, e.g. confined/not confined flow. Therefore,
bed entrainment and propagation are coupled processes
that should be analysed within a unified mathematical
framework. However, this interplay is not clearly ad-
dressed and modelled in the current literature.
Based on these key factors, many formulations for the

entrainment rate have been proposed in the literature,
and a comprehensive review of the entrainment models
has been provided by Pirulli and Pastor (2012) and Cas-
cini et al. (2014). Here, it is worth noting that most of
the formulations indicate a direct proportionality be-
tween the entrainment rate (er) and the flow velocity (v)
and/or the flow depth (h). Moreover, it is recognised
that the occurrence of bed entrainment implies that: i)
velocity and height of the flowing mass are modified, ii)
pore water pressure at the base of the flow is altered,
and iii) the rheology (i.e., the features and mechanical
behaviour) of the flow could be modified as well if the
flowing mass and the entrained materials are very differ-
ent. Indeed, the entrainment process is very complex,
and former contributions have been proposed based on
tests (flume, centrifuge, or full scale) of differently sized,
generally smaller than 10 m3, propagating volumes (Iver-
son et al., 2011) or numerical modelling of real debris

Fig. 4 Scheme for a Debris Avalanche (DA) developing as an unchannelised flow along an open slope
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flows (Cascini et al., 2014) or historical debris avalanches
(Cuomo et al., 2014).
To provide further insight on the topic, this paper will

focus also on real-scale landslides, particularly on debris
avalanches and debris flows, and related cascading ef-
fects (Chen et al., 2006; Crosta et al., 2009; Pirulli and
Pastor, 2012). Figure 5 provides a sketch for a DA evolv-
ing into a single DF (Fig. 5a); a single DA generating
multiple DFs (Fig. 5b); and several DAs and DFs evolv-
ing in a single huge DF or in multiple surges delayed in
time (Fig. 5c). An example of scenario “a)”, the 1995
Izoard pass debris flow (southern French Alps) is char-
acterized by an erosion thickness up to 5 m at the top of
a 25° to 30° steep channel (Lake et al., 1998). An inter-
esting debris avalanche, which bifurcated into two
debris flows (scenario “b)”), occurred in Tsing Shan
(Hong Kong) in 1990. Bed entrainment greatly in-
creased the landslide volume, from 150 to 1600 m3,
because of the very steep slope (approximately 40°)
and the abundance of colluvial material along the
slope (King 2001a, b). The scenario “c)” is typical of
high mountain ridges of China and Canada (Hungr
and Evans, 2004).

Methods
Alternatives for landslide modelling
Generally speaking, two main different approaches can
be referred: the Lagrangian description and the Euler-
ian one. In the Lagrangian description, the computa-
tion points are linked to the material which is
deforming and this category includes the well known

Finite Element Method (FEM) in the small displace-
ment Lagrangian description, the Discrete Element
Method (DEM) and Smoothed Particles Hydrodynam-
ics (SPH). Among these methods, Lagrangian FEM
analyses have been extensively used in solid mechanics
to simulate small strains accumulated prior of failure
(pre-failure stage) and at failure onset (during the fail-
ure stage) based on solid-like constitutive laws, as
reviewed by Duncan (1996). Nevertheless, the FEM
with Lagrangian description does not allow the de-
scription of the flow of the soil until deposition be-
cause of the tendency of the mesh to become more
and more distorted. Concerning the DEM, this method
is proper for modelling the behaviour of granular ma-
terials in small and large deformations: for example it
is successfully applied to model granular flows with
comparison against experimental laboratory evidences
(Favier et al., 2009, Faug et al., 2011). However, with
this method it is hard to handle large domains of space
or time because of the high numerical cost necessary
to compute the particle connectivity. In particular, in
the field of landslides the continuity of media and
kinematic fields can be often assumed and thus the
benefit of DEM method is drastically reduced. Lastly,
the SPH is developed in a continuum mechanics
framework and it does not show important limitations
apart from some drawbacks with boundary conditions.
Up to now, this method has been mostly applied to
landslide propagation problems (Pastor et al., 2009)
and only recently for analyzing static equilibrium prob-
lems (Fukagawa et al., 2011).

Fig. 5 Schemes of combined flows in different slope configurations: a) DA turning into a DF, b) DA turning into two DFs, c) multiple DAs and DFs
joining into a big DF
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In the Eulerian description that is common in fluid
mechanics, the nodes are fixed and that is why this solu-
tion is usually the best one to model a fluid-like material
with large deformations in the propagation stage: there
exists, for instance, the FEM with an Eulerian formula-
tion. However, the material properties are advected
across the fixed computational grid. Such a procedure
causes a spurious (numerical) diffusion of history vari-
ables (e.g. plastic strains) and interfaces of heteroge-
neous material setting are smoothed in space through
time.
Finally, some mixed methods are available which try to

combine the advantages of the two main descriptions.
For example, the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian method
(ALE) avoids the mesh tangling by allowing computation
points to move but additional advection terms are re-
quired to handle transport of quantities related to the
mesh and thus drawbacks of the pure Eulerian approach
appear again. Still for large and complex deformation
processes, such as those involved in slope stability prob-
lems, ALE cannot avoid mesh distortion and hence com-
putation is stopped.
In fully Lagrangian FEM, SPH and DEM all the com-

putational points coincide with material points (Fig. 6);
the latter ones are not tracked in ALE and in Eulerian
FEM. In order to get over the difficulties of the classical
numerical methods in this framework, as an alternative
the Finite Element Method with Lagrangian Integration
Point (FEMLIP) (Moresi et al., 2002, 2003), is proposed
as derived from the Particle In Cell method (Sulsky
et al., 1995). Similar concept is that behind the Material

Point Method (MPM), which has been recently applied
to a number of different slope stability and landslide
cases (Wang et al., 2016, 2018; Ghasemi et al., 2018,
2019; Cuomo et al., 2019a, b). Both methods and others
similar available in the literature are based on a kine-
matic dissociation between the material points and the
computational nodes of the finite element Eulerian
mesh. For a given material configuration, the material
points are used as integration points on one element.
The resolution of the equilibrium equation at the nodes
gives a velocity field. At the end of each step, the velocity
is interpolated from the nodes to the material points
which are moved accordingly throughout the fixed mesh
up to a new configuration. Since all material properties
including internal variables are stored at material points,
they are accurately tracked during the advection process.
Actually, thanks to this dissociation between mesh nodes
and material points, such approach benefits both from
the ability of an Eulerian FEM (the mesh is kept fixed)
to support large transformations, and from the possibil-
ity of a Lagrangian FEM to track internal variables dur-
ing the material movement. This method is – in
principle – suitable to deal with: i) static equilibrium of
elasto-plastic materials in the pre-failure stage, ii) large
deformations upon failure, iii) large displacements dur-
ing the propagation stage while still tracking the history
of material properties.

Models for landslide triggering simulation
Several approaches are currently available for the slope
analysis and they allow separately modelling the failure,

Fig. 6 Scheme of different methods for the analysis of soil deformation and slope failure
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post-failure and propagation stages of hillslope instability
phenomena. They are divided in three broad classes de-
pending on the amount of deformation taken into
account.
Particularly, the failure stage can be analysed using

many standard engineering methods that, anyway, disre-
gard the deformations prior to failure and during the
failure stage; these methods are usually called Limit
Equilibrium Methods (LEM, later on) which include the
Infinite Slope Method (ISM, hereafter) and the so-called
slice methods proposed under distinct hypotheses by
many Authors (Morgenstern & Price, 1965; Janbu, 1954;
among others). In these methods the constitutive law of
the material is rigid-perfectly plastic and thus the dis-
placements along the slip surface cannot be assessed.
The result of LEM analysis is the so-called factors of

safety (FS), which has been extensively used to satisfac-
torily tackle a number or real cases in the last decades.
Particularly, both failures and stable conditions com-
puted via LEM have been fully confirmed by in-situ evi-
dences of natural or man-made slopes (Leroueil, 2004,
among others).
More sophisticated approaches are available which

allow computing soil deformations and displacements in
boundary value problems. In order to properly repro-
duce the previously described typologies of shallow land-
slides, it is necessary to use a (i) mathematical model
describing the coupling between pore fluids and soil
skeleton, (ii) a suitable constitutive relationship able to
describe the unsaturated soil behaviour, and (iii) a nu-
merical model where (i) and (ii) are implemented. To
the authors’ knowledge, these have not been done yet in
a full satisfactory manner, and until such tools are avail-
able, simplified models have to be carefully used.
This paper uses the mathematical framework derived

from the fundamental contributions of Zienkiewicz et al.
(1980, 1999). This framework can be profitably used to
simulate the landslide failure and post-failure stages. It is
assumed that the soil consists of a solid skeleton and
two fluid phases, water and air, which fills the voids. The
movement of the fluid is considered as composed of two
parts, the movement of soil skeleton and motion of the
pore water relative to it. The total stress tensor acting
on the mixture is decomposed into a hydrostatic pore
pressure term and an effective stress tensor acting on
soil skeleton, which can be also extended to the case of
unsaturated soils. In the balance of momentum equation
for the mixture the acceleration of water relative to soil
grains is neglected. Whereas, the deformation of soil
skeleton, the deformation of soil grains caused by pore
pressure, the deformation of pore water caused by pore
pressure, and the increase of water storage are consid-
ered. The Darcy law is used to describe water flow
through the soil skeleton, although other alternatives

can be chosen. In above, the acceleration terms of the
pore water relative to soil skeleton are neglected, and
the space derivatives of accelerations are assumed to be
small. Finally, the model is completed with kinematic re-
lations linking velocities to rate of deformation tensor
and a suitable constitutive equation. More details are
provided by Pastor et al. (2004). In the next sections the
“GeHoMadrid” code will be used combined to either
standard constitutive models like Drucker Prager (DP)
or advanced constitutive models like that proposed by
Pastor and Zienkiewicz (1990), (PZ).

Models for the simulation of landslide propagation
Several methods have been developed to analyse the
landslide propagation.
Empirical methods are based on field observations and

identify relationships between landslide volume, local
morphology, presence of obstructions and landslide run-
out distance. The availability of landslide datasets has
encouraged statistical (bivariate and multivariate) ana-
lyses that point out indexes directly (or indirectly) re-
lated to landslide mobility. To date, these empirical
models have provided an estimation of run-out distance
that can be correlated to i) the amount of the unstable
volume (Corominas, 1996) and ii) the features of land-
slide source areas (e.g. width/length ratio, depth of slip
surface) or slope morphology (Cascini et al., 2011b).
These approaches are commonly used for the back-
analysis of case histories; they capture the global ob-
served behaviour (high mobility) of these landslides, but
disregard crucial local effects (e.g. diversions and/or
bifurcations).
Analytical methods simulate the landslide propagation

using physical-based equations derived from solid and
fluid dynamics (Pastor et al., 2009; Pirulli and Sorbino,
2008; Hungr and Mc Dougall, 2009). Thus, velocity and
height are provided alternatively at (i) each point of a
given domain in Eulerian-formulated models or (ii) at
each point of the propagating mass for Lagrangian
approaches. The three main categories of the Lagrangian
approaches are i) block (‘lumped mass’) models, ii) two-
dimensional models that look at a typical section profile of
the slope, neglecting the width dimension, and iii) three-
dimensional models treating the flow of a landslide over
an irregular 3D terrain. Most of the models belonging to
the latter two categories are simplified by integrating the
internal stresses in either the vertical or bed-normal direc-
tion to obtain a form of St. Venant equation. Then, the
governing equations are solved using numerical methods
such as finite difference (O’Brien et al., 1993), finite elem-
ent (Pastor et al., 2002), finite volume (Pirulli and Sorbino,
2009; Pirulli and Pastor, 2012) or smooth particle hydro-
dynamic (SPH) (Pastor et al., 2009). Among the governing
equations, the rheological model poses important
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scientific and practical difficulties; rheological parameters
can often only be obtained from the back-analysis of case
histories, and thus simple models are preferred because a
limited number of parameters can be constrained more
easily. It is worth noting that only a few models schema-
tise the propagating mass as a mixture of solid grains and
pores, thus providing information on pore water pressures
in space and time (Pastor et al., 2011).
Different hypotheses have been formulated for the en-

trainment onset: i) velocity threshold, ii) dependency on
slope angle (Brufau et al., 2000, Egashira et al., 2000,
2001; Papa et al., 2004); and iii) correlation with land-
slide volume (Chen et al., 2006). Alternatively, the so-
called ‘erosion rate’ (er) may be invoked, which is defined
as the time derivative of the ground surface elevation
and is equal to the time derivative of the soil depth of
the propagating mass when other causes are not in play.
The erosion rate can be modelled as proportional to the
product of velocity (v) and propagation height (h). In
this case, it is convenient to refer to the ‘landslide grow
rate’ (Er), which is independent of the flow velocity.
Once assigned an Er, the amount of bed entrainment de-
pends on both the height and velocity of the propagating
mass at each point of the landslide path. The terms er
and Er are related by the equation er = Er·h·v. Takahashi
et al. (1991) relate Er to two factors: the solid concentra-
tion of the propagating mass and the availability of solid
particles along the landslide path. However, Hungr
(1995) relates Er to the initial and final landslide volume
and to the travelled distance (L) in the following way:
Er· = ln(Vfinal/Vinitial)/L, where Vinitial is the volume enter-
ing an erodible zone of the slope, and Vfinal is the sum of
the initial volume and the entrained material. In more
complex formulations the growth rate depends on the
solid concentration, slope angle and shear strength of
the eroded material (Ghilardi et al., 2001).
Analytical approaches to bed entrainment analysis re-

quire a proper rheological (or constitutive) model for
the behaviour of the interface between the propagating
landslide and the ground surface. Bed entrainment is
also related to flow structure, density, size of particles
and how close to failure the effective stresses at the
ground surface are. To the authors’ knowledge, there are
very few analytical models for bed entrainment in the
current literature. Medina et al. (2008) relate er to fac-
tors such as i) landslide velocity, ii) shear stress mobi-
lised at the base of the propagating mass, iii) slope angle,
and iv) unit weight of the propagating material. Quan
Luna et al. (2012) proposed a 1D analytical model for
erosion assessment based on limit equilibrium consider-
ations and the generation of excess pore water pressure
through undrained loading of the in-situ bed material;
similar approaches could provide fully realistic results if
extended to 3D conditions. Analytical approaches have

rarely been implemented in numerical codes and thus
their application to real case histories is still limited.
Finally, mixed methods combine analytical methods

for propagation and empirical methods for bed entrain-
ment. Mixed methods have been recently applied by
Hungr and McDougall (2009) and Pastor et al. (2009) to
landslides of the flow type. All of these contributions
refer to the empirical erosion law of Hungr (1995) and it
is worth comparing their back-analysed values of Er,
which span a wide range of values due to differences in
site conditions and soil properties. However, the esti-
mated entrainment coefficients in these analyses also de-
pend on both the chosen rheological model and the
calibration procedure for the rheological parameters.
Therefore, further applications of numerical approaches
to real case histories are necessary to better assess the
potential bed entrainment during the landslide propaga-
tion stage. Therefore, in this study a relevant case history
from Southern Italy is analysed.
The ‘GeoFlow_SPH’ model proposed by Pastor et al.

(2009) is applied here below. The model is based on the
theoretical framework of Hutchinson (1986) and Pastor
et al. (2002) and schematises the propagating mass as a
mixture of a solid skeleton saturated by water; the un-
knowns are the velocity of the solid skeleton (v) and the
pore water pressure (pw).
The governing equations are i) the balance of the mass

of the mixture combined with the balance of the linear
momentum of the pore fluid, ii) the balance of the linear
momentum of the mixture, iii) the rheological equation
relating the soil stress tensor to the deformation rate ten-
sor, and iv) the kinematical relations between the deform-
ation rate tensor and the velocity field. From this, we
derive a propagation–consolidation model by assuming
that pore water pressure dissipation takes place along the
normal to ground surface, and the velocity of the solid
skeleton and pressure fields can be split into the sum of
two components related to two processes: propagation
and consolidation (for further details see Pastor et al.,
2009). The initial pore water pressure is taken into ac-
count through the relative height of the water, hw

rel, which
is the ratio of the height of the water table to the soil
thickness, and the relative pressure of the water pw

rel, that
is to say the ratio of pore-water pressure to liquefaction
pressure. Estimates of both parameters can be obtained
from the analysis of the triggering stage, and they play an
important role in the propagation stage of a flow-like
landslide (Cuomo et al., 2014b). In the model here used,
the vertical distribution of pore water pressure is ap-
proximated using a quarter cosinus shape function,
with a zero value at the surface and zero gradient at
the basal surface (Pastor et al., 2009), and the time-
evolution of the basal pore water pressure (pbw) re-
lates to the consolidation factor (cv).
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As many flow-like landslides have small average
depths in comparison to their lengths or widths, the
above equations can be integrated along the vertical axis
and the resulting 2D depth-integrated model presents an
excellent balance of accuracy and simplicity. The Geo-
Flow_SPH model also accounts for bed entrainment
along the landslide path, and the elevation of the ground
surface consistently decreases over time. In addition, dif-
ferent empirical erosion laws can be implemented in the
GeoFlow_SPH model (e.g. Hungr, 1995; Blanc, 2011;
Egashira et al. 2000, 2001; Blanc et al., 2011; Blanc and
Pastor, 2011, 2012a and 2012b). The simple yet effective
law proposed by Hungr (1995) is used mainly to achieve
results comparable to those available in the literature.
Hungr (1995) relates Er to the initial and final landslide
volume and to L; the entrained material is assumed to
have nil velocity and nil pore water pressure when
entrained by the propagating mass.
In the GeoFlow_SPH model, the Smoothed Particle

Hydrodynamics (SPH) method is used; this method dis-
cretises the propagating mass through a set of moving
‘particles’ or ‘nodes’. Information, i.e. unknowns and
their derivatives, is linked to the particles, and the SPH

discretisation consists of a set of ordinary differential
equations whose details are provided by Pastor et al.
(2009). The accuracy of the numerical solution and the
level of approximation for engineering purposes depend
on how the nodes are spaced and how the digital terrain
model (DTM) is detailed, as recently reviewed by Pastor
and Crosta (2012) and Cuomo et al. (2013).

Results and discussion for natural slopes
Failure of shallow soil covers
A first example of landslide triggering simulation is pro-
vided for three different combinations of shallow covers
potentially unstable due to rainfall from ground surface
combined to water spring from the bedrock. This is a re-
current site condition in several geoenvironmental
contexts.
Three infinite slope schemes are referred and paramet-

ric analyses are performed with typical slope angles (35
degrees), depths (4.5 m) and stratigraphical settings
(Fig. 7) provided by the in-situ evidences (Cascini, 2004).
Particularly, the three schemes well averages the stratig-
raphy of pyroclastic covers located around the Vesuvius
volcano (Naples, Italy), like the Pizzo d’Alvano massif,

Fig. 7 Results of numerical modelling for seepage and slope stability analysis. a) Pore water pressure computed at failure (FS: Factor of Safety
equal to 1) for different slope schemes (1–3), b) pore water pressure versus time at a representative point along the slip surface for each slope, c)
Factor of Safety versus time for the slip surfaces (S1-S3) (Cascini et al., 2010)
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where impressive flow-like landslides occurred in 1998.
The geomechanical modelling of the pore water pressure
is performed for the time period from January 1, 1998 to
May 5, 1998, by using the commercial finite element
code SEEP/W (Geoslope, 2005). The main soil parame-
ters are here summarised: i) Ashy soil A (porosity, n:
0.66; saturated unit weight, γsat: 15.7 kN/m3; saturated
conductivity, ksat: 10

− 6 m/s; friction angle, φ’: 35°; effect-
ive cohesion, c’: 10 kPa); ii) Ashy soil B (n: 0.58; γsat: 13.1
kN/m3; ksat: 10

− 5 m/s; φ’: 37°; c’: 0 kPa); iii) Pumice soils
(n: 0.69; γsat: 13.1 kN/m3; ksat: 10

− 4 m/s; φ’: 37°; c’: 0
kPa). More details on the characterization of pyroclastic
soils can be found in Cascini et al. (2010).
The adopted FEM mesh consists in 3755 quadrilateral

elements with lengths and heights respectively smaller
than 1.0 m and 0.5 m. As initial conditions, suction
values are assumed respectively equal to 5 kPa, all over
the slope section. Daily rainfall intensity is applied as
flux boundary condition at the ground surface for the
period January 1, 1998 - May 3, 1998; hourly rainfall in-
tensities are assigned for the last 2 days (May 4–5). At
the contact between the pyroclastic deposit and the
limestone bedrock, an impervious condition is assumed
except for the zone where the spring from the bedrock
is located (Fig. 7). Here, a flux condition is considered
with a flux value of 1.67 × 10− 5 m3/s, starting from 2nd
or 3th May 1998. Using the computed pore pressures
values, slope stability conditions are evaluated. To this
aim, the limit equilibrium methods proposed by Janbu
(1954) and Morgenstern and Price (1965) are adopted
and the corresponding factor of safety values are com-
puted by using the commercial SLOPE/W code (Geo-
slope, 2005). For all the involved soils, a rigid-perfectly
plastic constitutive model is referred considering, in both
saturated and unsaturated conditions, the extended
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion proposed by Fredlund
et al. (1978) with geotechnical properties listed in
Table 1. The numerical results of the parametric analysis
(Fig. 7) indicate that rainfall infiltration from ground
surface and spring from the bedrock increase the pore
water pressures up to the slide occurrence (Fig. 2b), in-
dependently from the assumed stratigraphical setting
and for any shear strength value listed in Tab. 1. Differ-
ent stratigraphical settings and mechanical properties of
pyroclastic deposits anyhow determine different depths
of the slip surfaces from the ground surface (Cascini
et al., 2005).
The successful application of the uncoupled approach

based on the use of unsaturated transient seepage ana-
lysis and limit equilibrium slope stability analysis is
worth of twofold comments. On one hand, this approach
is relative simple to apply and based on the use of codes
easily available for researchers and practitioners. On the
other hand, the main physical processes and the key

factors are properly taken into account so that a satisfac-
tory interpretation of complex slope stability problems is
obtained.
The main limitation of such type of application is that no

information can be derived about the post-failure events.
Will the soil liquefy or not? There will be any transform-
ation into a flow? No answer will be obtained to these rele-
vant questions, unless other approaches are used.

Transformation of a slide into a flow
The observation of soil liquefaction, slope fluidization,
and similar phenomena is seldom observed or quantita-
tively measured in the field. For this reason, it is very
useful to refer to laboratory slope experiments. Until few
years ago, the option of small-scaled slopes is the only
chance to consider. More recently, centrifuge tests
allowed having almost a 1:1 correspondence between the
prototype and real boundary value problems. The centri-
fuge tests of Take et al. (2004) are here analysed using
the GeHoMadrid code. In the numerical analyses an un-
structured mesh is used with triangular elements on
average not larger than 0.4 m. A null pore water pressure
values is assumed at point E - corresponding to the
water table level observed at failure during the tests - to
reproduce the raising of the water table in the upper soil
layer. In the FEM analysis, pore water pressure is
allowed to change in space and time, starting from an
initial value of -5 kPa throughout the slope model. This
is adequately taken into account referring to Bishop’s
stresses (for details see Pastor et al., 2002). However, for
sake of simplicity, numerical analyses are performed in
the hypothesis of fully saturated conditions and the used
version of the PZ constitutive model fits this hypothesis
(Pastor et al., 1990; Merodo et al., 2004). Of course, the
analyses could be extended to the case of unsaturated
conditions but this is beyond the scope of the present
paper. The soil mechanical properties are either taken
from GEO (1999), Ng et al. (2004) and Take et al.
(2004), e.g. γsat = 14 kN/m3, e = 0.32 (Dense soil) or 0.62
(Loose soil), Mg and Mf, or indirectly estimated/cali-
brated, e.g. ksat = 10− 4 m/s, E, η, H0, comparing the ex-
perimental evidences and the numerical results. It is
worth noting that two different values of Mf = 0.825
(Dense soil) or 0.550 (Loose soil) are assumed which de-
rive from different values of relative soil density while
the same critical friction angle (Mg = 1.375) and bulk
modulus (Kev0 = 11.5 e3 kPa) are considered for both
loose and dense soils. This strong assumption is aimed
at emphasizing in a limit case the role played by soil
porosity as a fundamental factor for slope behaviour
upon failure and beyond. The details of such soil
characterization are given in Cascini et al. (2013b), and
also more insights about the calibration of the constitu-
tive model parameters are given in Cuomo et al. (2018).
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Hydro-mechanical coupled quasi-static analyses are
performed to take into account the coupling between
the solid skeleton and pore fluid. The simulated plastic
strains significantly differ in the case of loose and dense
soil (Fig. 8) for both the value (larger for loose soil) and
extent of the affected zone. In the case of loose soil, “dif-
fuse” plastic strains are simulated, firstly at the toe of the
slope, and then they involve a larger amount of the slope
as time elapses. For dense soil, plastic strains appear
firstly at the toe of the slope and then they are “local-
ized” along a slip surface where plastic strains accumu-
late as the process evolves. The above mentioned
differences depend only on relative density being the
other mechanical properties equal in the two cases.
However, apart from the different type of failure, i.e. dif-
fuse or localized, a different time evolution is also out-
lined. For loose soil, the failure stage is shorter because
higher excess pore water pressures rapidly accumulate in
the slope until it fails. Conversely, in the case of dense
soil, both the pre-failure stage (mainly corresponding to
elastic strains) and the failure stage are longer in time.
In this case, the use of a sophisticated hydro-

mechanical approach combined to an advanced constitu-
tive model is mandatory to reproduce the transformation
of a slide into a flow. The use of such approach can
highlight how a contractive loose soil slope undergoes a
significant build up of pore water pressure due to a
rainfall-induced soil volume change (Cascini et al.,
2013b). Based on limit equilibrium analysis, the slope
would be stable while using a more adequate approach,
such that used here, the slope will fail. More details on
such scenarios are given in Cascini et al. (2013b).

The main limitation of the approach showed here is
that the equations are all written in the framework of
“small deformations”, which means that once the de-
formed slope configuration becomes too much distorted
compared to the original slope, the simulation stops or
the numerical results are unreliable.

Modelling the propagation stage of debris flows (DFs)
The SPH model is here applied to a real case of two deb-
ris flows converging inside the same valley channel. A
3 × 3m DTM is used as input for the GeoFlow_SPH
model, as it accurately reproduces the topographical/
morphological conditions of the sites before the event
and the anthropogenic streets/channels (5–10 m large).
The extent of the landslide source areas and the initial
depths of the propagating masses are obtained from de-
tailed landslide inventory maps and soil thickness maps
at the 1:5000 scale (Cascini et al., 2005; Cuomo, 2006).
Specifically, the landslide source areas have lengths of
250–400m and widths of 50–200 m, and initial soil
thicknesses in the range of 3–4.5 m. At point ‘1’ of
Fig. 10, the eroded depths are 1–2 m and the piedmont
areas, shown in red, indicate the piedmont areas hit by
the flowslides. To set up the numerical simulations,
2936 and 4598 points are considered within the two
landslide source areas of Sarno. In each zone, the points
are spaced at 3 m at the beginning of the computation.
Furthermore, the two propagating masses are released at
once from the source areas, thus disregarding the possi-
bility of multiple/delayed failures. The frictional rheo-
logical law is used, with the rheological properties
(tanϕb = 0.4) selected first by referring to Pastor et al.

Fig. 8 Modelling of centrifuge tests. FEM mesh used for computation (a), equivalent plastic strains computed at different time lapses for loose (b)
and dense (c) soil (Cascini et al., 2013b)
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(2009) and then with different hypotheses considered for
the erodible areas (Aer), and Er. In particular, the propa-
gation path is divided into three zones: hillslope, channel
and piedmont. The numerical simulations consider ero-
sion in channel and piedmont zones, or only in the
channel zone. Moreover, different Er values, ranging
from 9 × 10− 4 to 1.3 × 10− 3 m− 1, are used to back-
analyse the case studies. The initial pore water pressure
normalised to soil liquefaction pressure (pw

rel = pw/
γsat·h), where pw

rel is the so-called ‘normalised pore
water pressure’ and γsat is the soil unit weight) is as-
sumed equal to 1.0 inside the landslide source area. An
automatic adaptive time stepping is used for time dis-
cretisation (Pastor et al., 2002) with time steps shorter
than 0.8 s. The Runge-Kutta algorithm is used for nu-
merical time integration, as suggested by Pastor et al.
(2009).
The results show that the bed entrainment greatly

modifies the landslide propagation pattern (Fig. 9). In
case 1, only the channel is erodible and the simulated
landslide travels mainly at the right-hand side. In case 2,
the propagating mass entrains material along the whole
propagation path and the simulated bed entrainment
causes the material deposition and reduces the landslide
run-out distance. In both cases, SPH modelling provides
distinct propagation areas, similar run-out distances and
run-outs shorter than the observed one of about 400 m.
Assuming the highest Er value (case 3), the field evi-
dence is poorly reproduced, as in the model the land-
slide stops at the exit of the channel where a thick
deposit is simulated and the propagation path observed
at the piedmont in the case study is not captured. How-
ever, the results show that bed entrainment slightly
modifies the duration of the whole propagation/depos-
ition stage (45 to 50 s for cases 1–3). Moreover, the
comparison with the case 4 highlights the important role

played by the initial height of the water table (hw
rel = 0.4

instead of 0.25).
The numerical results satisfactorily reproduce the in-

situ evidence for both the run-out distance and the ex-
tent of the propagation-deposition zones. The simulated
phenomenon lasted about 60 s, which is in agreement
with Pastor et al. (2009) and eyewitness accounts of in-
habitants (Cascini et al., 2005).

Modelling the propagation stage of debris avalanches
(DAs)
Lateral spreading combined to the bed entrainment is
another fundamental mechanism governing the propaga-
tion stage. To assess the roles of entrainment, frictional
basal resistance and pore water pressure in the lateral
spreading of the propagating mass, an ideal slope is
parametrically analysed. The slope consists of two planes
dipping at i1 and i2 (Fig. 10). The failed volume is lo-
cated at the uppermost edge of the upper slope, inside
the source area. The propagation area of a debris ava-
lanche is analysed with reference to the semi-apical
angle (β) computed from the lateral boundary of the
debris avalanche to its axis at the source area. Other im-
portant features, such as the angle of reach (α) formed
by the line connecting the uppermost point of the land-
slide crown scarp to the tip of the mass deposit in a lon-
gitudinal section, are not investigated here, as they also
depend on piedmont characteristics (Cascini et al.,
2011b).
Several analyses of frictional-like materials are per-

formed by varying the morphometric features of the hill-
slope (i1, i2, Hslope), the geometrical aspect ratio of the
source area (Btrig, Ltrig, htrig) and the main rheological
parameter (the friction angle of the propagating mass,
ϕb). A fixed value for landslide growth rate (Er) is used
to account for the entrainment phenomena. The results

Fig. 9 The case of two debris flows converging in the same valley (Cascini et al., 2014)
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indicate that the greater the ratio of the triggering soil
height to the length of the source area (htrig / Ltrig), the
greater the lateral spreading (β), with a maximum of
8.3°. The 8.3° maximum corresponds to a triggering soil
height of 5 m. Such a high htrig value is likely to occur in
Zone 2 of the slope shown in Fig. 2 due to the impact of
material falling from a bedrock scarp.
Figure 10 provides an example of these results with

Ltrig, Btrig, ϕb, cv and Er fixed at 50 m, 40m, 10.2°, 0.01
m2/s and 8.2 × 10− 3 m− 1, respectively. The semi-apical
angle (β) increases from 1.3 to 5.2° until the ratio Btrig/
Ltrig reaches 0.5, and then β reduces to a minimum value
of 3.2°, independent of relative pore water pressure
(pw

rel).
It is also worth showing the time trend in simulated

eroded depths at point ‘P’, at the boundary between
slope and piedmont. The final eroded depths (her) range
from 1m to 10m, with an erosion rate (er) ranging from
0.08 to 1.29 m/s, and an erosion time (ter, defined as the
time in which bed entrainment occurs at a given point
of the slope) ranging from 3.4 to 22.7 s. The eroded
depths simulated at the boundary between slope and
piedmont show two key characteristics: (i) they are the
product of a combination of slope morphology, features
of the triggering area, rheology and bed entrainment;
and (ii) they range between 0.03 and 10.07 m for a wide
array of debris avalanches in coarse-grained soils. There-
fore, the results of the benchmark cases facilitate asses-
sing the roles and interplay of entrainment, rheology
and pore water pressure, and provide theoretical values
for apical angle (β), erosion rate (er), eroded depth (her)

and erosion time (ter) in highly idealised cases. Using
these results, the analysis of relevant case histories in the
following sections can be approached with confidence.
A debris avalanche triggered at the uppermost part of

a hillslope may propagate into a well established channel
or even spread into two or more valleys. The latter case
is recorded on 5 May 1998 at the Pizzo d’Alvano massif
(about 1000m high), in the Cortadonica basin. A debris
avalanche is triggered at 745 m a.s.l., enlarged along the
hillslope at a semi-apical angle (β) of about 7°, travelled
for 510m, then divided in two wide valleys. It propa-
gated over a total run-out distance of 1.95 km up to the
piedmont area at 65 m a.s.l.. The numerical analysis of
this case is performed using a 3 × 3m Digital Elevation
Model. The topography is reproduced by means of a
mesh of 35,520 squares. The initial mass is schematised
into a set of 639 SPH points, 1 m spaced, with a uniform
soil height of 1–2 m over the impact zone (data from
Cascini et al., 2008). A frictional model is used to analyse
the rheological behaviour of the unstable mass, based on
the rheological parameters used by Pastor et al. (2009)
to back-analyse an important channelised landslide that
occurred during the May 1998 event in a neighbouring
mountain basin. The landslide growth rate is assumed to
be in the range 1.3 × 10− 4 ÷ 8.2 × 10− 2, which is similar
to the rate of the Nocera Inferiore landslide, due to im-
portant similarities between either morphometric hill-
slope features or soil mechanical parameters in the two
areas under study (Cascini et al., 2013a).
The results shown in Fig. 11 provide a satisfactory

simulation of the observed behaviour of the landslide,

Fig. 10 Schematic (a) of an open slope affected by a debris avalanche: modeled eroded thickness (b), and lateral spreading (c) (Cuomo
et al., 2014)
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especially in terms of the lateral boundary of the debris
avalanche and the splitting of its initial mass into two
channels. The estimated landslide growth rate is 4.0 ×
10− 3.. The simulated erosion rate (er) is 0.57 m/s and the
simulated erosion time (ter) is 2.5 s. All of the results
achieved for the Cortadonica debris avalanche show that
the greater the friction angle or erosion growth rate, the
higher the simulated eroded heights (her); similarly, if
the consolidation coefficient (cv) increases, the depth of
erosion increases. Moreover, it is shown that bed en-
trainment decreases if the water-table height increases
(hw

rel). These results are consistent with those obtained
for the previous benchmark cases and other case
histories.

Modelling the propagation stage of combined flows
Different types of flows can occur in nearby locations
and nearly at the same time, so that multiple soil vol-
umes can join and propagate together. The numerical
modelling is here conducted for a series of very small
(1088 m3) to medium-sized (11,630 m3) landslides. They
were recorded at Bracigliano site, approximately at 2
p.m. on May 5, 1998, along the hills to the northwest of
town (Monte Faitaldo and Monte Foresta), where the
largest landslide occurred (950 m a.s.l.). Different trigger-
ing mechanisms and types of source areas are identified
by Cascini et al. (2008), including the following: M1, col-
luvial hollows with convergent sub-superficial ground-
water circulation and temporary springs from bedrock;
M2, triangular areas at open slopes associated with out-
cropping or buried bedrock scarps; M6, areas shaped like
short and thick spoons situated at either the base of the
convex–concave hillslopes or along the flanks of the
inner gorges. Among these different source areas, Cas-
cini et al. (2013a) identified two debris avalanches. The
source areas are generally at elevations between 800 and
900 m, and slope failures involved, in some cases, the en-
tire thickness of the pyroclastic cover. The numerous

detachments induced debris flows that converged in one
main gully, exiting in urban roads and causing loss of life
and widespread damage to buildings. The flows reached
high water content owing to the runoff along the chan-
nels and urban roads: this explains the unusually large
shape of the deposition zone and the long run-out dis-
tance of the flow, which reached the near city of Siano.
The rheological properties and bed entrainment rate (K)
are calibrated to best fit the extent of the propagation
area, from the uppermost slopes to the urbanized area
located at the piedmont. Here, a dense network of paved
roads and narrow streets is present, and an adequate
modelling of landslide propagation would require a finer
DTM and, for instance, very accurate specific informa-
tion about the hydraulic works; this is certainly beyond
the scope of this paper. Particularly, the attention is fo-
cused on the upper part of the right-hand side of Monte
Foresta, where 2 debris avalanches (M2) and 9 debris
flows (M1) were triggered between 800 and 900 m a.s.l..
In fact, the eyewitnesses and in situ evidence shows that
from the left-hand side of the catchment, a flood arrived,
which caused the enlargement of the landslide body
within the urban zone.
The numerical analyses are based on a DTM of 939,

330 squares, each 3 × 3m in size. The 11 unstable
masses are schematized into 11 sets of SPH computa-
tional points for a total of 2905 points. The initial soil
height in source areas is 2.5 m or 1.5 m, depending on
the triggering mechanisms M1 and M2, respectively.
The rheological parameters are the same as those chosen
for the numerical simulations of the Cortadonica catch-
ment, owing to the proximity of the two sites and to
compare the results. Two opposite results are simulated
(Fig. 12): a) the landslides do not reach the piedmont, if
the water table height in the source areas (hw

rel) is as-
sumed to be lower than 0.4 or if the bed entrainment
rate (K) is higher than 0.007; b) the landslide overcomes
the left-hand side boundary of the propagation path if

Fig. 11 Modelling of the propagation height of a debris avalanche at different time lapses for the case history of Cortadonica catchment (Italy)
(Cascini et al., 2013a)
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hw
rel is higher than 0.4 or K is lower than 0.007. This en-

tails that hw
rel = 0.4 and K = 0.007 are found to be the

best-fitting values for the propagation back-analysis of
the event. In addition, tan(ϕb), pw

rel and cv are the same
as the nearby Cortadonica catchment. This is also a
consistency check of the parameters used for rheology
and bed entrainment at the three sites.
Particularly, the simulated propagation heights shown

in Fig. 13 reproduce quite well the landslide lateral
boundaries and the path observed in the field, with all
masses propagating in distinct channels and stopping at

the uppermost boundary of the urban area. It is also im-
portant to note that the eroded thicknesses have high
spatial variation (Fig. 12), with the maximum erosion
depth simulated at the right-hand side of the boundary
of the catchment, as observed in situ. As in the previous
cases, the simulated entrainment increases when moving
from the top to the toe of the massif, but then entrain-
ment drastically decreases where steepness diminishes.
In fact, a lower slope angle has a direct effect on redu-
cing the bed entrainment and also an indirect effect be-
cause a lower slope angle favours the lateral spreading of

Fig. 12 a Case history of combined flows at Bracigliano site, (b) deposition depths and (c) eroded depths (Cuomo et al., 2016)

Fig. 13 Schemes of installation of erosion control zones (a-c) and respective results (d-f) in terms of elevation change (d-f) along the slope
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flow - as shown in Cuomo et al., 2014) - and causes a
general reduction in the propagation heights, which once
again diminishes the bed entrainment. Finally, it is worth
noting that the plots of her versus t–tflow (Fig. 12) are in-
consistent with the values (0.08 m/s < er < 1.29 m/s) indi-
cated by Cuomo et al. (2014) for DAs; this is clearly
because the simulated events are a combination of sev-
eral DFs and two DAs.

Results and discussion for engineered slopes
Analysis of the effect of erosion control
One potential solution to reduce the volume of debris
avalanches is represented by the construction of erosion
control installation. The desired effect is to eliminate the
bed entrainment at designed locations. Several analyses
are carried on a schematic open slope, consisting of two
planes with inclines to the horizon i1 and i2, respectively
(Fig. 13). Different arrangements of non-erodible zone
are considered. Three relevant combinations are pro-
posed for the numerical simulations, as those depicted
in Fig. 13. In all the cases, inside a non-erodible zone,
large as the distance from the uppermost baffle to the
lowermost one, the prevention of entrainment is guaran-
teed. On the other hand, the overall benefit and the
eventual side effects are here evaluated through the nu-
merical modeling.
The source area is located at the uppermost edge of

the upper slope. The numerical analysis are performed
using a 1m × 1m Digital Terrain Model (DTM). The
initial mass is schematized into a set of 544 SPH points,
1 m spaced, with a uniform soil thickness of 1 m over
the failure zone. A frictional rheological model is used
with parameters taken from literature (tanϕb = 0.5,
hw

rel = 0.4, pw
rel = 0.5, cv = 10− 2 m2 s− 1, K = 0.03). A sen-

sitivity analysis is also conducted changing both the
slope inclination (30–40°) and the initial volume (500,
5000, 10,000 or 15,000 m3).
In order to quantify the reduction in the eroded soil

thickness, a longitudinal section is represented (Fig. 13),
where we can see the longitudinal profile of the slope
before and after the flow propagated, with also the ero-
sion heights represented. The entrainment rate (Δz/x) is
almost the same upslope and downslope the erosion
control areas. It means that the landslide dynamic is
poorly modified. This is observed in all the combina-
tions. The erosion control has major local effect while
smaller general consequence on the landslide.
Based on that, one can say that the higher the extent

of the non-erodible areas, the higher the benefit of this
countermeasure, as the volume reduction relates exclu-
sively to the extent of the treated area. Of course, the
closer the intervention is to the toe of the slope, the less
is the erosion, as the faster is the landslide when it
reaches the control work. This last observation is valid

for the examined cases of relatively “short” slopes, some
300–400m long. The benefit in terms of volume reduc-
tion is negligible for small-medium sized landslides, and
does not exceed the 18% for the biggest ones here
considered.

Modelling the benefits of artificial baffles
Other types of control works are more focused to
change the dynamics of flow propagation. The destruc-
tiveness of a debris avalanche can be mitigated, for in-
stance, by obstacles along the flow path as they can slow
or even stop the flow. This kind of obstacles can be nat-
ural, for example big trees or boulders, or artificial such
as rigid or flexible barriers, or concrete columns known
as baffles. Along the flow path two rows of rectangular
obstacles have been positioned. Different combinations
of these obstacles changing both disposition and position
are considered. The presence of the obstacles is taken
into account in the simulation by considering nil normal
velocity along the obstacle boundaries. The same rheo-
logical properties of the previous section are here
considered.
The first analysis is carried out to understand how

these obstacles and their position can change the dy-
namics of the debris avalanche. Referring to the sche-
matic slopes of Fig. 14, three different cases are analysed
different for the distance of the obstacles from the
source area (L). We will have, therefore, the first case
with the obstacles in the upper zone of the slope
(Fig. 14a), the second one with the obstacles in the mid-
dle of the slope (Fig. 14c) and in the final case they are
positioned near the break of the slope (Fig. 14d). More-
over for the first case, a reverse position of the obstacles
is also analysed, with two obstacles in the first row im-
pacted and three in the second one (Fig. 14b).
The installation of the baffles highly changes i) the

eroded depths along the slope, ii) the runout and, iii) the
final deposition thicknesses. Regarding the former issue,
it is worth noting that the debris avalanche entrains ma-
terial at a nearly constant rate (Δz/x) in the upper part
of the slope. Then, a drastic reduction of entrainment
occurs at the baffle location, as expected. More interest-
ingly, the debris avalanche starts to entrain material
again downslope the baffles. The material is entrained at
a lower rate downslope (i.e. after the interaction with)
the baffles. It means that the baffles completely modify
the dynamics of landslide as desired. Of course, this
drastic change would be positive in case the runout and
deposition at the toe of the slope are both reduced. Such
expectations are confirmed in Fig. 15. The runout is de-
creased and some of the soil volume is trapped behind
the barrier for any baffle combination.
The decrease of velocity due to the impact of the flow

on the obstacles, the anti-erosion effect and the capacity
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of the obstacles to contain part of the flow, permit a re-
duction in the final mobilised volume. To evaluate this
issue, the amplification factor Af is introduced as the rate
of the final mobilised volume (Vf) to the initial volume
(Vi).
The landslide cumulated volume is plotted versus and

also the final amplification factor is reported (Fig. 16), so
that it is possible evaluating how much the landslide in-
creases in different cases, and compared with natural
slope (without obstacles).

Analysis of artificial barriers installed at the piedmont
areas
In combination or as an alternative to the previous miti-
gation works, a barrier installed at the toe of the slope
can be considered. A schematic open slope is firstly ana-
lysed, which is composed of two differently inclined
planes and a debris avalanche triggered at the uppermost
portion of the slope. The computational scheme and the
soil properties are taken from Cuomo et al. (2014), who
extensively investigated the role of the several factors in-
volved in the propagation stage of a debris avalanche.
The slopes are inclined at 30° or 40° with different

lengths (horizontal projection) L1 (Fig. 17). The pied-
mont zone is flat or gently inclined (10° steep) with
length L2. The length and the width of the source area
are Ltrig and Btrig, respectively, and Htrig is the initial
height of soil inside the source area. A selection of the
several numerical simulations are with L1 = 230m, L2 =

500 m, the width of the slope (B) equal to 800 m, and
the slope height (Hslope) equal to 222m or 130 m for
αP = 10° or αP = 0°, respectively. The DTM cell size is
equal to 1.1 m for both slopes, inclined with 40° and 30°.
One or more barriers are added in the piedmont zone.
Each barrier is 5 m high (H), with top width (b) equal to
3 m, the upslope raceway (a) 3 m wide, and both lateral
scarps inclined at 60°. The Type I barrier has a trapez-
oidal shape; the Type II barrier is similar but with an
additional step (H/2 high, and large as b) located up-
slope. In the simulations, the first barrier is in the pied-
mont zone, specifically 10 m (x = 240 m) or 25m (x =
255 m) or 50m (x = 280 m) downslope the divide be-
tween the slope and the piedmont.
Different sets of soil properties, such as the soil

unit weight (γ), the friction angle (tanϕb = 0.30 or
0.52), the initial height of water table divided by the
soil thickness (hw

rel = 0.40 or 0.75), the initial value of
relative pore water pressure (pw

rel = 0.5 or 1.0), the di-
mensions of the source area (Ltrig = 25 m or 100 m;
Btrig = 10 m or 50 m), and the initial height of the flow
(htrig = 1.0 or 4.0 m) are taken from Cuomo et al.
(2014), resembling the features of catastrophic events
that occurred in Southern Italy, such as those of Cer-
vinara in 1999 (Cascini et al., 2011a), and Nocera
Inferiore in 2005 (Cuomo et al., 2014).
The computational points are initially spaced 1.1 m

and the time step is 0.5 s. Two parameters are referred
for the flow propagation analysis, namely the Index of

Fig. 14 Different configurations (a-d) of multiple artificial baffles along an open slope
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Piedmont Runout Reduction (IPRR) and the Index of Lat-
eral Spreading (ILS), which read as: IPRR = PReng/PRnat,
ILS=Weng/Wnat, where PReng is the Piedmont Runout dis-
tance travelled by the flow inside the piedmont zone
engineered with barriers, PRnat is the runout inside the
piedmont zone for the natural slope, Weng is the max-
imum lateral width of the flow behind the barrier for the
engineered slope, and Wnat is the analogous feature of
the flow computed at the same point for the natural
slope.
A value of IPRR < 1.0 is desirable, and the lower IPRR,

the better the efficiency of the barrier. IPRR also depends
on where the barriers are located. A barrier favours the
flow material to spread laterally and it is expected that
ILS > 1.0. For multiple barriers, ILS is computed with the
highest Weng obtained for each barrier. The computed
values of IPRR and ILS are reported in Fig. 18 for all cases.
Four zones can be individuated in the plots: 1) IPRR < 1.0
and ILS < 1.0, i.e. both the runout and the width decrease,

meaning that the barrier is effective. This is an unlikely
condition; 2) IPRR < 1.0 and ILS > 1.0, i.e. the runout di-
minishes while the width increases, meaning the barrier
is still effective. This is a very likely condition; 3) IPRR >
1.0 and ILS > 1.0, i.e. both runout and the width increase
and thus the barrier is ineffective in terms of reduction
of runout; 4) IPRR > 1.0 and ILS < 1.0, i.e. there is a reduc-
tion of width and an increase of runout, so that the bar-
rier is ineffective. However, this condition is unrealistic.
For two barriers, we considered the maximum width of
flow in the plane-view. The computed runout is always
reduced with one or two barriers, irrespective of over-
topping. In general, runout can be reduced to 70% (Case
S3) with a maximum increase of lateral spreading of 5%
compared to the natural slope. Furthermore, the barrier
type differently influences the area affected by the flow.
In particular, IPRR decreases, passing from Type I to
Type II for the same position of the barriers (Case S4
and Case S5, or Case R17 and Case R18). The barrier
type does not influence IPRR for barriers located very far
from the landslide source area (Cases S6 and S7, R24
and R25).

Conclusions
Numerical modelling is a powerful tool to understand
and forecast heights and velocities, given that all
these variables change very rapidly and are spatially
distributed. This is even truer considering that unre-
vealed propagation patterns have been observed in
real case histories and small-scaled laboratory experi-
ments. Notwithstanding the complexity of flow-like
landslides and the related challenges for modelling,
the understanding and forecasting of such natural
hazards is achievable with a satisfactory confidence.

Fig. 15 Effects (a-d) of the artificial baffles on the eroded and deposition depths along an open slope

Fig. 16 Landslide volume amplification for a natural slope and
another equipped with baffles
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Among the key factors, rainfall, pore water pressure
and bed entrainment deserves a special attention.
Thus, the paper provided a number of examples re-
garding that. Further improvements are expectable as
the numerical models are becoming more efficient.
Thus, more accurate descriptions of local effects will
be possible and also additional mechanisms will be
possibly analysed.
On the other hand, control works and engineering

countermeasures represent one option for risk miti-
gation and disasters reduction. In this sense, inter-
vention along the slopes or at the piedmont areas
may be conceived depending on many other aspects
such as, for instance, the feasibility of concrete

structures, the costs, and the acceptance of resident
populations. The paper compares three mitigation
options in a relatively small set of simplified cases.
More investigation could be useful to generalize the
range of mitigation opportunities also for real case
histories.
More in general, the recent increased understand-

ing of those tremendous hazards, and the availability
of accurate simulation instruments should also in-
crease the awareness of specialists and populations
about the fact that the mitigation of geoenvironmen-
tal disasters is not an optional topic to be consid-
ered, but a fundamental issue to be mandatorily
tacked by the new generations.

Fig. 17 Scheme of the artificial barriers considered at the toe of the slope: a) overview, b) cross sections (Cuomo et al., 2019c)

Fig. 18 Effects of artificial barriers on Piedmont Runout Reduction (IPRR) and Lateral Spreading (ILS) (Cuomo et al., 2019c)
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cv: consolidation coefficient; DA: Debris Avalanche; DEM: Discrete Element
Method; DF: Debris Flow; Er : erosion coefficient; er: entrainment rate;
FEM: Finite Element Method; FEMLIP: Finite Element Method with
Lagrangian Integration Point; h: flow depth; hw

rel: height of water table
normalized to soil thicknees; K: bed entrainment parameter; ksat: saturated
conductivity; LEM: Limit Equilibrium Methods; MPM: Material Point Method;
n: porosity; p’: effective isotropic stress; pbw: basal pore water pressure;
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rel: ratio of pore water pressure to liquefaction pressure; q: deviatoric stress;
s: suction; SPH: Smoothed Particles Hydrodynamics; Sr: saturation degree;
v: flow velocity; γsat: saturated unit weight; φ’: friction angle; ϕb: basal friction
angle
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